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Abstract
Socio-cultural relations and natural hazards are one of the complex aspects to understand and
explain, although one may question their historical and geographical conditions. Some parts of the
world suffer an high vulnerability caused by natural phenomena such as erosions, volcanic eruptions,
landslides, bush fires, and so on. The Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) is not spared from all
these phenomena. In its Eastern part, there are important volcanic mountain ranges called Virunga,
which means mountains or “Kirunga” or “Ikirunga” in local languages spoken respectively by the
Kumu, Hutu and Tutsi peoples of North Kivu. These mountain ranges contain several volcanoes, only
two of which are active today, namely Nyiragongo and Nyamulagira. The perception of such volcanic
phenomena by local populations has ever been shared and sometimes contradictory. Anthropological
knowledge about these volcanoes has never been documented, however, for some people, volcanoes
represent a deity, a myth, an evil spirit, a devil or a demon. Some inhabitants living the the volcanoes
area believe that just inside the crater, before the eruption, lives a large animal requiring blood
sacrifices using its adepts which are similar to large crickets and bats; animals that only kill at night
by draining the victim’s blood. Since the prohibition to leave at night their homes during the preeruptive period. The inhabitants indicate that these animals shine at night, similarly to volcanic
projectiles. About 18 km from these volcanoes is the city of Goma. The origin of this name comes
from the volcanic detonations (roars) felt by the populations living near volcanoes. People call these
detonations “Ngoma” in the local language which means “drum”. These populations believed that
inside the crater would be a king for whom the drum had to be beaten at certain times. When the
Belgian settlers arrived, they asked the indigenous peoples about the names of the villages around the
volcanoes. As far as they didn’t understand the native language, the lands’ names took the expressions
indicating volcanic detonations (Ngoma). This fact allowed the settlers to call the city around Lake
Kivu, Goma, in reference to Ngoma. Since volcanoes are a bad and evil spirit, every year the
customary authorities had to sacrifice a virgin girl by throwing her into the crater, or killing a cow
and offer beer to calm the ancestors and ask them not to fire the villages. The volcanic eruption was
then perceived as a punishment that the ancestors inflicted on the community for an attitude not in
accordance with their will or a way to drive out the enemy who invaded the community. Thus, the
last eruption of 2002 of the Nyiragongo volcano, which destroyed 80% of the economy of the city of
Goma, is generally perceived as a divine or ancestral opposition to the various rebellions that invaded
the eastern part of the RD of Congo. Nowadays, a significant number of people still believe that the
volcano eruption is a punishment that God has put by the side of the Congolese man, while the
intellectual conceives it as a natural phenomenon that needs to be monitored through modern
equipment. Others believe that volcanoes represent a source of opportunities for both the public
treasury and the community through tourism, soil fertility and/or availability of building materials.
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This work consists in documenting the popular oral histories of people living around volcanoes on
disasters such as volcanism in the Virunga region of eastern DRC based on past and present
anthropological knowledge.
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